Guided by Jilani Cordelia Prescott:
Sufi guide; internationally acclaimed Leader and Mentor of the Dances of Universal Peace. Musician, Mystic, Mother. Jilani is an experienced group leader with over thirty years’ experience as a teacher and musician. She is known for her safe holding of space and profound yet joyful teachings.

There will be Dance Leadership Training sessions each afternoon, for new and developing Dance Leaders. All welcome - Musicians and Dancers too!

Accessibility: Although this event takes place on a stunningly beautiful site, it could be physically challenging. Enquire if you have any access needs. There is an accessible compost toilet.

*Thank you so much for the blessing of this retreat… it has filled me with joy, energised me and given me permission to be me and to continue to move towards what gives me life!* (Deborah)
*“Inspiriting, calming, joyful, reassuring” “Truly heart warming, nourishing and connecting on a deep level.”

**In association with Yew Tree Camps**

**Sufi Camp**

**with Jilani**

‘The Sacred Manuscript of Nature’

30 August-3 September 2023 near Usk, in Wales

*Zikr*  *Dances of Universal Peace*  *
Breath Practices*  *Chanting*  *
SoulWork*  *Earth Ceremony*  *
Walking/Concentration Practices*  *
Dance Leader Training*  *Live Music*  *
Jamming*  *Camping and Campfires*  *
Beautiful Nature*  *Stone Circle*  *
Karma Yoga*  *Community*  *

**Cost (includes two meals a day): £240**

Unwaged: £180

*Cost includes 4 nights camping and two delicious meals a day (vegetarian/vegan and gluten free) - bring your own breakfasts, tea/coffee and treats!*

*No alcohol or recreational drugs, no pets*

*Please enquire about bringing camping vehicles or children*

*Lifts from the station and camping equipment may be available at an additional cost*

*Please ask about funding support if finances would prevent you from attending*

---

Bookings and Enquiries: Jilani: +44 7966 451534  jilanicordelia@gmail.com www.JilaniCordelia.com